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Corners and cracks are usually studied separately in the literature. To build a bridge con-
necting these two different but similar topics, in this paper the solutions for piezoelectric
multi-wedges, which cover corners and interface corners, are used to study the cracks and
interface cracks in piezoelectric materials. Moreover, the stress/electric intensity factors
deﬁned for cracks, interface cracks and interface corners are also extended to the general
corners. By taking the special feature of Stroh formalism for anisotropic elasticity, all the
solutions presented in this paper for piezoelectric materials preserve the same matrix form
as those of the corresponding anisotropic problems. To see more clearly about the piezoef-
fects on the corners and cracks, most of the complex matrix form solutions are expanded in
real component form for two typical piezoelectric ceramics with different poling
directions.
 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Due to the widely applications of piezoelectric materials and their possible failure induced by cracks, several differ-
ent kinds of crack problems for piezoelectric materials have been discussed in the literature such as (Pak, 1990; Sosa,
1991; Kuo and Barnett, 1991; Suo et al., 1992; Park and Sun, 1995; Liang and Hwu, 1996). However, relatively few
discussions have been devoted into corners in piezoelectric materials (Chung and Ting, 1995; Xu and Rajapakse,
2000; Weng and Chue, 2004) and the connections between cracks and corners. Recently, a uniﬁed deﬁnition of stress
intensity factor was proposed (Hwu and Kuo, 2007) to build a bridge connecting the failure prediction among the
interface corners, interface cracks and cracks in homogeneous materials. Here, we like to extend this discussion to cor-
ners and cracks in piezoelectric materials. By taking the advantages of Stroh formalism (Stroh, 1958; Ting, 1996) which
preserves most essential features of anisotropic elasticity when extending to include the piezoeffects, several explicit
closed form solutions for corners and cracks in piezoelectric materials are presented in this paper. Thus, in Section
2, the electromechanical analysis is brieﬂy stated based upon the extended Stroh formalism for piezoelectric aniso-
tropic elasticity.
In Section 3, the orders of stress/electric intensity factors for piezoelectric multi-wedges are presented by the
same matrix form solutions as those shown for anisotropic multi-wedges (Hwu and Lee, 2004), and resemblance. All rights reserved.
662; fax: +886 6 2389940.
).
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only difference is the content and dimension of the matrix which is now enlarged to include the piezoelectric prop-
erties. In addition to this simple extension, in this section we also extend the deﬁnition of stress/electric intensity
factors to corner problems. Usually for the problems of cracks, interface cracks or interface corners, it is quite appar-
ent to choose the surface parallel to cracks or interfaces to deﬁne the intensity factors of stresses. However, for the
general corners all directions seem to be indifferent. If we choose an arbitrary surface to deﬁne the stress/electric
intensity factors we may have the problems searching for the principal stress/electric intensity factors. This extension
will then allow us to do this kind of search and may become a valuable fracture parameter for predicting the corner/
crack propagating direction.
To show the connection between the corners/interface corners and cracks/interface cracks, the singular characteristics
of cracks/interface cracks is studied in Section 4 from the viewpoint of multi-wedges simply by selecting proper wedge
angles for a single wedge and a bi-wedge. From this approach, the near tip solutions are reduced from those of piezo-
electric multi-wedges. With the obtained near tip solutions, the crack opening displacement/electric potential, energy
release rate and mechanical energy release rate proposed by Park and Sun (1995) are all written in terms of the
stress/electric intensity factors explicitly to help the researchers observe more clearly the piezoeffects on cracks/interface
cracks.
Several classical and typical but yet mostly unsolved crack problems for piezoelectric materials are presented in Sec-
tion 5. Due to the special feature of Stroh formalism, the solutions in matrix form all keep the same form as those of the
corresponding anisotropic problems. However, to see more clearly about the piezoeffects on crack problems, it is always
interested to ﬁnd the solutions in component form. With the help of explicit expressions obtained recently for some
important matrices involved in the extended Stroh formalism (Hwu, 2008), in this section the explicit solutions of
stress/electric intensity factors are also presented in component form for two typical piezoelectric ceramics: one is pol-
ing in x3-axis and the other is poling in x2-axis. If one is interested in the effects of different electric crack–face boundary
conditions such as permeable, impermeable and partially permeable crack–face boundaries, the direct correspondence
between anisotropic and piezoelectric materials may not work and their matrix form solution may also be different.
Thus, to have a detailed understanding about the electric crack–face boundary effects such as those discussed in (Gao
and Fan, 1999; Boem and Atluri, 2002; Gao et al., 2004; Wang and Mai, 2004; Li and Chen, 2007), additional works start-
ing from the revision of boundary conditions should be done by the way similar to that used for the derivation of the
associated anisotropic problems.
2. Electromechanical analysis
2.1. Basic equations
In a ﬁxed rectangular coordinate system xi, i=1, 2, 3, let ui, rij, eij, Dj and Ek be, respectively, the displacement, stress, strain,
electric displacement (or called induction) and electric ﬁeld. The constitutive laws, strain-displacement equations, the equi-
librium equations and the electrostatic equation for piezoelectric anisotropic elasticity are (Rogacheva, 1994)rij ¼ CEijklekl  ekijEk;
Dj ¼ ejklekl þxejkEk;
(
eij ¼ 12 ðui;j þ uj;iÞ;
rij;j ¼ 0;
Di;i ¼ 0;

i; j; k; s ¼ 1;2;3; ð2:1Þwhere repeated indices imply summation, a comma stands for differentiation and CEijkl; ekij and xejk are, respectively, the elas-
tic stiffness tensor at constant electric ﬁeld, piezoelectric stress tensor and dielectric permittivity tensor at constant strain.
These tensors have the following symmetry propertiesCEijkl ¼ CEjikl ¼ CEklij; ekij ¼ ekji; xejk ¼ xekj: ð2:2Þ
By lettingDj ¼ r4j; Ej ¼ u4;j ¼ 2e4j; j ¼ 1;2;3;
Cijkl ¼ CEijkl; i; j; k; l ¼ 1;2;3;
Cij4l ¼ elij; i; j; l ¼ 1;2;3;
C4jkl ¼ ejkl; j; k; l ¼ 1;2;3;
C4j4l ¼ xejl; j; l ¼ 1;2;3;
ð2:3Þthe basic equations (2.1) can be rewritten in an expanded tensor notation asrIJ ¼ CIJKLeKL; eIJ ¼ 12 ðuI;J þ uJ;IÞ; rIJ;J ¼ 0; I; J;K; L ¼ 1;2;3;4; ð2:4Þwhere expanded elastic stiffness tensor CIJKL has the following symmetry propertyCIJKL ¼ CJIKL ¼ CKLIJ ¼ CIJLK : ð2:5Þ
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Since the mathematical form of expanded expressions (2.4) for piezoelectric anisotropic elasticity is exactly the same as
that for pure anisotropic elasticity, the general solutions satisfying all basic equations (2.1) under two-dimensional deforma-
tion can therefore be written in the form of Stroh formalism and is usually called extended Stroh formalism. Following is the
general solutions satisfying (2.1) presented in (Kuo and Barnett, 1991; Suo et al., 1992; Liang and Hwu, 1996; Ting, 1996)u ¼ 2RefAfðzÞg; / ¼ 2RefBfðzÞg; ð2:6aÞ
whereu ¼
u1
u2
u3
u4
8>><>>:
9>>=>>;; / ¼
/1
/2
/3
/4
8>><>>:
9>>=>>;; fðzÞ ¼
f1ðz1Þ
f2ðz2Þ
f3ðz3Þ
f4ðz4Þ
8>><>>:
9>>=>>;;
A ¼ ½ a1 a2 a3 a4 ; B ¼ ½b1 b2 b3 b4 ;
zk ¼ x1 þ lkx2; k ¼ 1;2;3;4;
ð2:6bÞand Re stands for the real part. The generalized stress function /i is related to the stresses and electric displacements byri1 ¼ /i;2; ri2 ¼ /i;1; i ¼ 1;2;3; and D1 ¼ r41 ¼ /4;2; D2 ¼ r42 ¼ /4;1: ð2:7Þ
fk(zk), k = 1, 2, 3, 4 are four holomorphic functions of complex variables zk, which will be determined by the boundary con-
ditions set for each particular problem. lk and (ak,bk) are the material eigenvalues and eigenvectors which can be determined
by the following eigenrelations:Nn ¼ ln; ð2:8aÞ
where N is a 8  8 fundamental matrix and n is a 8  1 column vector deﬁned byN ¼ N1 N2
N3 N
T
1
 
; n ¼ a
b
 
ð2:8bÞandN1 ¼ T1RT; N2 ¼ T1 ¼ NT2; N3 ¼ RT1RT  Q ¼ NT3: ð2:8cÞ
Q, R, T are three 4  4 real matrices deﬁned by the elastic constants asQik ¼ Ci1k1; Rik ¼ Ci1k2; Tik ¼ Ci2k2; i; k ¼ 1;2;3;4: ð2:9Þ
An alternative way for determining lk and (ak,bk) has recently been obtained by Hwu (2008) through the stress-based
formalism, which shows the eighth order characteristic equation for lk and the explicit expressions for ak and bk.
Because the material eigenvalues lk obtained from the eigenrelation (2.8) cannot be real if the strain energy is positive
(Suo et al., 1992; Ting, 1996), lk occurs as four pairs of complex conjugates. In the general solution (2.6), the material eigen-
values lk and material eigenvectors ak,bk have been arranged to be lkþ4 ¼ lk, Im(lk) > 0, and akþ4 ¼ ak;bkþ4 ¼ bk; k = 1, 2, 3, 4
where an overbar denotes the complex conjugate and Im stands for the imaginary part. Moreover, in the general solution
(2.6), the material eigenvalues are assumed to be distinct and their associated eigenvectors are independent each other.
For the cases that the material eigenvalues are repeated so that their associated eigenvectors are not independent each other,
the general solution (2.6) should be modiﬁed (Ting, 1996) or one may introduce a small perturbation in the values of mate-
rial properties to avoid the problem of degeneracy (Hwu and Yen, 1991). Moreover, to have unique values of (ak,bk), proper
normalization is necessary (Hwu, 2008).
Note that the general solutions (2.6) are obtained by considering the two-dimensional deformation in which ui, i = 1, 2, 3,
4 depend on x1 and x2 only. Through the strain–displacement relation (2.1)2 and the relation for the electric ﬁeld (2.3)2, we
know that the two-dimensional state considered in the extended Stroh formalism is generalized plane strain and short circuit
(e3 = 0 and E3 = 0). The generalized plane strain includes both of the in-plane and anti-plane deformations, and hence all the
cases involving coupling of in-plane and anti-plane deformations, or pure in-plane or pure anti-plane deformation are all
included in this study depending on the material properties and conﬁgurations of cracks or corners. For the other two-
dimensional states such as generalized plane strain and open circuit (e3 = 0 and D3 = 0), generalized plane stress and short circuit
(r3 = 0 and E3 = 0) and generalized plane stress and open circuit (e3 = 0 and D3 = 0), the material constants C
E
ijkl; eijk;xeij used in
the formalism should be properly replaced according to the two-dimensional constitutive laws (Hwu, in 2008).
2.3. Boundary conditions
The generalized surface traction vector t can be calculated by using Cauchy’s formula (Sokolnikoff, 1956), i.e.,ti ¼ rijnj; i; j ¼ 1;2;3; and t4 ¼ r4jnj ¼ Djnj ¼ Dn; ð2:10Þ
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electric displacement on the normal direction of the surface. If s is the arc length measured along a curved boundary, using
the Cauchy’s formula and the relation given in (2.7), we may obtain a useful formula:t ¼ o/
os
: ð2:11ÞTo keep this relation in correct sign the tangential direction s has to be chosen such that when one faces the direc-
tion of increasing s the material lies on the right side. Otherwise, a negative sign should be put on either side of the
equation.
From (2.11), we have t = /,r for a radial line surface and t = /,h/r for a circular surface, and hence the stresses and electric
displacement in polar coordinate can also be calculated from the generalized stress function vector / byth ¼ /;r; tr ¼ /;h=r;
rhh ¼ nT/;r ; rrr ¼ sT/;h=r; rrh ¼ sT/;r ¼ nT/;h=r;
rh3 ¼ iT3/;r ; rr3 ¼ iT3/;h=r;
Dh ¼ iT4/;r ; Dr ¼ iT4/;h=r;
ð2:12aÞwheresT ¼ ðcos h; sin h;0;0Þ; nT ¼ ð sin h; cos h; 0;0Þ;
iT3 ¼ ð0;0;1;0Þ; iT4 ¼ ð0;0;0;1Þ;
ð2:12bÞand the angle h is directed counterclockwise from the positive x1-axis to the direction of s.
The counterpart of t is the generalized displacement vector u shown in (2.6b)1 in which u1, u2, u3 are the displacement com-
ponents and u4 deﬁned in (2.3)2 is the electric potential. Understanding the physical meaning of the generalized surface trac-
tion vector t and generalized displacement vector u, and using the relation (2.11), several commonly encountered boundary
conditions can be written as follows.
Continuity condition:u1 ¼ u2;/1 ¼ /2 along the interface: ð2:13aÞ
Mechanically free and electrically open:/ ¼ 0 along the free surface: ð2:13bÞ
Mechanically clamped and electrically closed:u ¼ 0 along the clamped surface: ð2:13cÞ
Point force ðp^1; p^2; p^3Þ and point charge p^4 ¼ q^:I
C
d/ ¼ p^;
I
C
du ¼ 0 for any close curve C enclosing the loading point: ð2:13dÞ2.4. Some explicit expressions
As mentioned above, the explicit expressions for A and B of piezoelectric materials have been obtained in our recent stud-
ies. In addition, another three important real matrices S, H and L deﬁned byS ¼ ið2ABT  IÞ; H ¼ 2iAAT; L ¼ 2iBBT; ð2:14Þ
where i ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
p
, have also been obtained explicitly for piezoelectric materials. For those who are interested in the explicit
expressions of A, B, S, H and L, please refer to Hwu (2008) for detailed expressions. For the convenience of later discussions,
the explicit expressions of the other important matricesM, D andW which will be used in this paper are shown below.M is
the impedance matrix, and D and W are, respectively, the real and imaginary parts of the bimaterial matrixM*. They are de-
ﬁned asM ¼ iBA1; M ¼M11 þM12 ¼ iðA1B11  A2B12 Þ ¼ D iW: ð2:15Þ
Through (2.14) it can be shown that M1, D and W are related to S and L1 byM1 ¼ L1  iSL1; D ¼ L11 þ L12 ; W ¼ S1L11  S2L12 : ð2:16Þ
Followings are the explicit expressions of M1, D and W for two typical piezoelectric ceramics, which are obtained by
using the expressions of S and L given in (Hwu, 2008).
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2bS0D11 iðbS0D11 þ bS 0D12Þ 0 0
iðbS0D11 þ bS0D12Þ 2bS0D11 0 0
0 0 bS0D44 g^024
0 0 g^024 b^0r11
2666664
3777775; ð2:17Þwhere S0Dij ; g^
0
ij and b^
0r
ij are, respectively, the reduced elastic compliance at constant induction, the reduced piezoelectric strain
tensor and the reduced dielectric non-permittivities at constant stress. Their relations with the elastic stiffness CEij at constant
electric ﬁeld, piezoelectric stress tensor eij and the dielectric permittivities at constant strainxeij are shown in (A.1). Using the
expression of M1 for two dissimilar piezoelectric ceramics poling in x3-axis, matrices D and W can then be expressed as
follows.D ¼
D11 0 0 0
0 D22 0 0
0 0 D33 D34
0 0 D34 D44
26664
37775; W ¼
0 W21 0 0
W21 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
26664
37775; ð2:18Þin which the nonzero components of Dij and Wij are obtained directly from (2.17) by using the relations (2.16). For example,D11 ¼ ð2bS 0D11Þ1 þ ð2bS0D11Þ2; W21 ¼ ðbS 0D11 þ bS0D12Þ1  ðbS0D11 þ bS 0D12Þ2; . . . ; etc: ð2:19Þ
(2) Piezoelectric ceramics poling in x2 -axis:M1 ¼
L11 iv21 0 iv41
iv21 L22 0 L24
0 0 L33 0
iv41 L24 0 L44
26664
37775; ð2:20Þwhere Lij and vij are the components of matrices L
1 and SL1, whose detailed relations with CEij; eij andxeij are shown in (A.2)-
(A.5). Similar to the previous piezoelectric ceramics, D and W for this case can be expressed byD ¼
D11 0 0 0
0 D22 0 D24
0 0 D33 0
0 D24 0 D44
26664
37775; W ¼
0 W21 0 W41
W21 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
W41 0 0 0
26664
37775; ð2:21Þin which the nonzero components of Dij and Wij are obtained directly from (2.20) by using the relations (2.16). For example,D11 ¼ ðL11Þ1 þ ðL11Þ2; W21 ¼ ðv21Þ1  ðv21Þ2; . . . ; etc: ð2:22Þ3. Piezoelectric multi-wedges
Consider a piezoelectric multi-wedge that consists of n different piezoelectric anisotropic elastic wedges (see Fig. 1 in
(Hwu and Kuo, 2007)). Assume perfect bond along each interface between two dissimilar wedges and each wedge occupies
the regionhk1 6 h 6 hk; k ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n: ð3:1Þ
As stated in (2.13a), the traction/induction and displacement/electric-potential continuity across each interface h = hk,
k = 1, 2, . . . ,n  1, between two dissimilar wedges can be written as
ukðhkÞ ¼ ukþ1ðhkÞ; /kðhkÞ ¼ /kþ1ðhkÞ; k ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n 1; ð3:2Þwhere the argument hk denotes the values at the interface h = hk, and the subscript k or k + 1 denotes the quantities pertain-
ing to the kth wedge or (k + 1)th wedge.
The two outer surfaces of the multi-wedges may be bonded together or, free–free, ﬁxed–ﬁxed, free–ﬁxed or ﬁxed–free
(here ‘‘free” means mechanically free and electrically open, and ‘‘ﬁxed” means mechanically clamped and electrically closed).
By (2.13a)–(2.13c), these boundary conditions can be expressed asbonded : u1ðh0Þ ¼ unðhnÞ; /1ðh0Þ ¼ /nðhnÞ;
free—free : /1ðh0Þ ¼ /nðhnÞ ¼ 0; fixed—fixed : u1ðh0Þ ¼ unðhnÞ ¼ 0;
free—fixed : /1ðh0Þ ¼ unðhnÞ ¼ 0; fixed—free : u1ðh0Þ ¼ /nðhnÞ ¼ 0:
ð3:3Þ
2
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Fig. 1. Singular orders for a PZT-4 wedge with free–free boundary condition.
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tions of the present problems are exactly the same as the corresponding pure anisotropic multi-wedge problems, the solu-
tions for the present problem should also preserve the same mathematical form as the solutions for the corresponding pure
anisotropic multi-wedge problems. The only difference is the contents and dimensions of the matrices/vectors, which have
all been clearly deﬁned in the extended Stroh formalism. With this understanding, we can now write down the solutions for
the present problem by just referring to those published in the literature for the pure anisotropic multi-wedge problems
(Hwu et al., 2003; Hwu and Lee, 2004).
3.1. Orders of stress/electric singularity
The orders of stress/electric singularity of the piezoelectric multi-wedges can be determined by the eigenrelations men-
tioned later in (3.10), which provide the following relations for the singular orders:bonded : jjKe  Ijj ¼ 0;
free—free : Kð3Þe
  ¼ 0; fixed—fixed : Kð2Þe  ¼ 0;
free—fixed : Kð1Þe
  ¼ 0; fixed—free : Kð4Þe  ¼ 0;
ð3:4aÞwhere KðiÞe ; i ¼ 1;2;3;4 are the submatrices of Ke deﬁned byKe ¼
Kð1Þe K
ð2Þ
e
Kð3Þe K
ð4Þ
e
" #
; Ke ¼
Yn
k¼1
Enkþ1 ¼ EnEn1 . . .E1; ð3:4bÞandEk ¼ bN1dk ðhk; hk1Þ; k ¼ 1;2;3; . . . ;n: ð3:4cÞ
hk,hk1 are the angular location of the two sides of the kth wedge, and bN is the key matrix (Hwu et al., 2003) deﬁned bybNðh;aÞ ¼ cosðh aÞIþ sinðh aÞNðaÞ; ð3:5Þ
where I is a 8  8 unit matrix and N(a) is the generalized fundamental matrix of N of (2.8). It has been proved that the key
matrix is related to the material eigenvalues la and eigenvector matrices A and B by (Hwu et al., 2003)bN1dðh;aÞ ¼ A A
B B
" #
hl^1da ðh;aÞi 0
0 hl^1da ðh;aÞi
" #
BT AT
BT AT
" #
; ð3:6Þin which the overbar denotes the complex conjugate; the angular bracket hi stands for a diagonal matrix in which each com-
ponent is varied according to the subscript a, e.g., hzai = diag. [z1, z2, z3, z4]; the superscript T denotes the transpose of a ma-
trix; l^kðh;aÞ is related to the material eigenvalue lk by
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lkðaÞ ¼
lk cosa sina
lk sinaþ cosa
; k ¼ 1;2;3;4: ð3:7ÞThe d appeared in the power of key matrix bN in (3.4c) is the singular order to be determined, which may be integer (po-
sitive or negative or zero), real or complex. However, if only the stress/electric singularity is concerned and the strain energy
should be bounded, in our study we only consider the region 0 < ReðdÞ < 1.
Although the singular orders in composite piezoelectric wedges and junctions have been presented in the literature such
as (Xu and Rajapakse, 2000; Weng and Chue, 2004), their results leave the solutions to a system of simultaneous algebraic
equations whose details are usually ignored due to complexity. Here, the solutions are explicitly expressed by the multipli-
cation of the key matrix as those shown in (3.4). Moreover, they are exactly the same as the corresponding anisotropic prob-
lems (Hwu et al., 2003; Hwu and Lee, 2004). To show the correctness for the present piezoelectric cases, comparison has
been made with (Xu and Rajapakse, 2000) by considering a PZT-4 wedge with polarization direction along the x2-axis,
and a bi-wedge bonded by PZT-4 and PZT-5. The material properties of PZT-4 and PZT-5 are,
PZT-4:SD11 ¼ SD33 ¼ 10:9 1012m2=N; SD22 ¼ 7:9 1012m2=N;
SD12 ¼ SD23 ¼ 2:1 1012m2=N; SD13 ¼ 5:42 1012m2=N;
SD44 ¼ SD66 ¼ 19:3 1012m2=N; SD55 ¼ 32:64 1012m2=N ¼ 2ðSD11  SD13Þ;
g21 ¼ g23 ¼ 11:1 103Vm=N; g22 ¼ 26:1 103Vm=N;
g34 ¼ g16 ¼ 39:4 103Vm=N;
br11 ¼ br33 ¼ 7:66 107V2=N; br22 ¼ 8:69 107V2=N:PZT-5:SD11 ¼ SD33 ¼ 14:4 1012m2=N; SD22 ¼ 9:46 1012m2=N;
SD12 ¼ SD23 ¼ 2:98 1012m2=N; SD13 ¼ 7:71 1012m2=N;
SD44 ¼ SD66 ¼ 25:2 1012m2=N; SD55 ¼ 44:22 1012m2=N ¼ 2ðSD11  SD13Þ;
g21 ¼ g23 ¼ 11:4 103Vm=N; g22 ¼ 24:8 103Vm=N;
g34 ¼ g16 ¼ 38:2 103Vm=N;
br11 ¼ br33 ¼ 6:53 107V2=N; br22 ¼ 6:65 107V2=N:Figs. 1 and 2 show the results of singular order d versus wedge angle 2a for the free–free and ﬁxed–ﬁxed boundary con-
ditions, respectively, while Table 1 shows the singular orders for three special wedge angles with free–ﬁxed boundary con-
dition. For piezoelectric bi-wedges, the singular orders are shown in Fig. 3 for PZT-4 and PZT-5 junctions with debonded
interface. Traction free and electrically open boundary conditions are assumed along the debonded interface and full conti-2
180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360
0.0
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0.3
0.4
0.5
δ1
δ2
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PZT-4
R
e( 
 )δ
α
Fig. 2. Singular orders for a PZT-4 wedge with ﬁxed–ﬁxed boundary condition.
Table 1
Singular orders for a PZT-4 wedge with free–ﬁxed boundary condition
2a () d Remark
90 0.0576 0.4855 Right angle wedge
180 0.3739 0.5000 0.6261 Half-plane
360 0.1869 0.2500 0.3131 0.6869 0.7500 0.8131 Semi-inﬁnite crack
α
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0.0
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Fig. 3. Singular orders for a PZT-4/PZT-5 bi-wedge with free–free boundary condition.
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sented in (Xu and Rajapakse, 2000). Only two small discrepancies occur in these comparisons. One is the missing of smallest
singular orders in their results shown for the right angle free–ﬁxed PZT-4 wedge and the PZT-4/PZT-5 bi-wedges, which are
now shown in the present results, i.e., d = 0.0576 added in Table 1 and d1 added in Fig. 3. The other is the discrepancy of the
singular order d2 shown in Fig. 3 for the PZT-4/PZT-5 bi-wedges, in which the trend shown here seems more compatible with
the other singular orders.
3.2. Near tip solutions
The displacements, stresses, electric ﬁelds and electric displacements near the apex of piezoelectric multi-wedges can be
obtained from the following solutions which sometimes are called eigenfunctions:ukðr; hÞ
/kðr; hÞ
 
¼ r1d bN1dk ðh; hk1ÞðKeÞk1 u0
/0
 
; k ¼ 1;2;3; . . . :;n; ð3:8Þin which (r,h) is the polar coordinate with origin located on the wedge apex; uk(r,h) is a 4  1 vector containing three dis-
placement components and one electric potential of the kth wedge; /k(r,h) is a 4  1 vector containing three stress functions
and one potential of electric displacement of the kth wedge; (Ke)k1 is a 8  8 matrix deﬁned byðKeÞk1 ¼
I; k ¼ 1;Qk1
i¼1
Eki ¼ Ek1Ek2 . . .E1; k ¼ 2;3; . . . ; n:
8><>: ð3:9Þ
u0 and /0 are two 4  1 coefﬁcient vectors which can be determined through the eigenrelation of singular orders, i.e.,bonded : ðKe  IÞw0 ¼ 0; w0 ¼ ðu0 /0ÞT;
free—free : Kð3Þe u0 ¼ 0; /0 ¼ 0;
fixed—fixed : Kð2Þe /0 ¼ 0; u0 ¼ 0;
free—fixed : Kð1Þe u0 ¼ 0; /0 ¼ 0;
fixed—free : Kð4Þe /0 ¼ 0; u0 ¼ 0:
ð3:10Þ
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multiplier. If d is a root of multiplicity m, the eigenrelation (3.10) may or may not provide m independent eigenvectors (u0,
/0). When the eigenrelation cannot provide enough independent eigenvectors, the missing eigenfunctions can be found by
differentiating the eigenfunction (3.8) with respect to d, which will provide the supplemented solutions with logarithmic
singularity in the form of (lnr)r1d. If the singular order is a complex number, a conjugate part should be superimposed
to get the real values for the generalized stresses and displacements. Moreover, if one concerns not only the near apex ﬁeld
but also the entire domain of the multi-wedges, the solutions corresponding to all the singular and non-singular orders
should be superimposed.
If we consider only the most critical singular order and disregard the possibility of logarithmic singularity, by superimpos-
ing all the eigenfunctions with the same real part of singular orders, without loss of generality the near tip solutions shown
in (3.8) can be further written asuðr; hÞ ¼ r1dRVðhÞhrieaic;
/ðr; hÞ ¼ r1dRKðhÞhrieaic; ð3:11aÞwhereVðhÞ ¼ ½g1ðhÞ g2ðhÞ g3ðhÞ g4ðhÞ;
KðhÞ ¼ ½k1ðhÞ k2ðhÞ k3ðhÞ k4ðhÞ;
ð3:11bÞand gi(h) and ki(h), i=1, 2, 3, 4 are functions related to bN1dk ðh; hk1Þ, (Ke)k1 and the eigenvectors (u0, /0) determined from
(3.10). In (3.11a), c is a coefﬁcient vector containing the constant multiplier ca of each eigenvector (u0,/0) associated with
d = dR + iea, a = 1, 2, 3, 4. For example, if d is a real and simple root, c1 6¼ 0,e1 = 0, c2 = c3 = c4 = 0; if d is a real and double root,
c1, c2 6¼ 0, e1 = e2 = 0, c3 = c4 = 0; if d is a real and triple root, c1,c2, c3 6¼ 0, e1 = e2 = e3 = 0,c4 = 0; if d is a complex and simple root,
c2 ¼ c1; e2 ¼ e1; c3 ¼ c4 ¼ 0; if the most critical singular order happens to contain a simple real root and a simple complex
root that have the same real part, we may take c2 ¼ c1; e2 ¼ e1; c3 6¼ 0; e3 ¼ 0; c4 ¼ 0; if the most critical singular order hap-
pens to contain a double real root and a simple complex root that have the same real part, we may take c2 ¼ c1; e2 ¼
e1; c3 6¼ 0; c4 6¼ 0; e3 ¼ e4 ¼ 0, etc.
Note that the solution shown in (3.11) is valid for any wedge of the piezoelectric multi-wedges, and hence from now on
unless special notiﬁcation is needed the subscript k denoting the wedge has been neglected for simplicity.
3.3. Stress/electric intensity factors
A proper deﬁnition for the interface corner has been proposed recently (Hwu and Kuo, 2007), which can be reduced to the
conventional deﬁnition for cracks in homogeneous anisotropic materials or for cracks along the interfaces between two dis-
similar anisotropic materials. We now try to extend this deﬁnition to the present cases of piezoelectric multi-wedges which
include corners without any interfaces.
For the problems of cracks or interface cracks or interface corners, it is quite apparent to choose h = 0 along the crack or
interface to study the intensity factors of stresses on the surface parallel to the crack or interface. For the general wedge
problems, if we choose h = 0 on different directions, different stress intensity factors are studied. Just like the stresses are
second order tensors, the stress intensity factors for different directions may also be second order tensors. In other words,
if we know the stress intensity factors on the surfaces parallel to the x1x3 or x2x3 or x1x2 planes, the stress intensity factors on
the other surfaces may be obtained through the transformation of second order tensors. Through this way, one may study
whether the principal stress intensity factor and its associated principal direction are useful for the prediction of propagation
of wedge apex. Several works are needed to make sure the above statements. To focus on the piezoelectric effects, in this
paper we disregard the difference comes up from the different choices of the coordinates. The direction h = 0 is chosen arbi-
trarily for the following discussions.
From (2.12) and (3.11), we haverrh
rhh
rh3
Dh
8>><>>:
9>>=>>; ¼ XðhÞ/;rðr; hÞ ¼ r
dRXðhÞKðhÞhð1 dR þ ieaÞrieaic; ð3:12aÞwhereXðhÞ ¼
cos h sin h 0 0
 sin h cos h 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
26664
37775 ð3:12bÞAlong h = 0, X(0) = I and we let K(0) =K = [k1 k2 k3 k4]. The coefﬁcient c may then be deﬁned as
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r!0
rdR hð1 dR þ ieaÞ1riea iK1/;rðr;0Þ: ð3:13ÞFrom (3.12a)with h = 0,we see that the coefﬁcient h(1  dR + iea)ic can be thought as the intensity of singularity of the stres-
ses (rrh,rhh,rh3) and electric displacementDh in the direction of k1, k2, k3 and k4. However, as a consequence of the peculiar sin-
gularity, c has an awkward physical unit. A remedy suggested by Rice (1988) is to appeal to a ﬁxed length ‘ and use the
combination
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p
hð1 dR þ ieaÞ‘iea ic as thebasic parameterwhichhas thedimensionand the scale of conventional stress inten-
sity factors. Even so, the stress intensity factors still cannot be reduced to classical stress intensity factors for a crack tip in a
homogeneousmedium, because the directions of k1, k2, k3 and k4 are usually not the same as the direction of the crack. To have
a comparabledeﬁnition, transformationpre-multipliedbyK is suggested in (Hwu, 1993) for the interface crackproblems.With
this understanding, a proper deﬁnition of stress/electric intensity factors for the piezoelectric multi-wedges can be given asKII
KI
KIII
KIV
8>><>>:
9>>=>>; ¼ limr!0h¼0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p
rdRKhðr=‘ÞieaiK1
rrh
rhh
r3h
Dh
8>><>>:
9>>=>>;; ð3:14aÞor in matrix formk ¼ lim
r!0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p
rdRKhðr=‘Þiea iK1/;rðr;0Þ: ð3:14bÞFrom (3.13) and (3.14b), we see that the relation between the coefﬁcient vector c and the stress intensity factors k isk ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p
Khð1 dR þ ieaÞ‘iea ic: ð3:15ÞNote that from the deﬁnition given in (3.14), we see that Khðr=‘Þiea iK1 should be real in order to have a real value of k,
which has been proved analytically in (Hwu, 1993) for the interface cracks lying between two anisotropic elastic materials.
For the general piezoelectric multi-wedges, only numerical check has been done.
Using the relation (3.15), the near tip solution shown in (3.11) and (3.12) can now be rewritten in terms of the stress/elec-
tric intensity factors k asuðr; hÞ ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p r1dRVðhÞhð1 dR þ ieaÞ1ðr=‘ÞieaiK1k;
/ðr; hÞ ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p r1dRKðhÞhð1 dR þ ieaÞ1ðr=‘Þiea iK1k;
/;rðr; hÞ ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p rdRKðhÞhðr=‘Þiea iK1k:
ð3:16ÞIf we consider the intensity factors associated with lower singular orders, the stress ﬁeld near the wedge apex may be
expressed as/;rðr; hÞ ¼ /c;rðr; hÞ þ /2;rðr; hÞ þ . . . ; ð3:17aÞ
where/c;rðr; hÞ ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p rdRKðhÞhðr=‘ÞieaiK1k;
/2;rðr; hÞ ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p rdð2ÞR K2ðhÞhðr=‘Þie
ð2Þ
a iK12 k2;
ð3:17bÞand the subscript c denotes the value associated with the most critical singular order and the subscript 2 or the superscript
(2) denotes the value associated with the second critical singular order. By the way similar to k, the stress intensity factors k2
associated with the second critical singular order can be deﬁned ask2 ¼ lim
r!0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p
rd
ð2Þ
R K2hðr=‘Þie
ð2Þ
a iK12 ½/;rðr;0Þ  /c;rðr; 0Þ: ð3:18ÞSimilar deﬁnitions can also be applied to any other lower order terms.
3.4. Corner opening displacement/electric potential
The difference of the displacements and electric potential between two outer wedge surfaces can be calculated through
the use of (3.16)1 asDuðr; hÞ ¼ uðr; hnÞ  uðr; h0Þ ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p r1dR ½VðhnÞ  Vðh0Þhð1 dR þ ieaÞ1ðr=‘Þiea iK1k; ð3:19Þin which the ﬁrst three components of Du denote the corner opening displacements and the last component of Du denotes
the difference of electric potential on the two outer wedge surfaces.
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4.1. Cracks in homogeneous piezoelectric materials
A semi-inﬁnite crack in piezoelectric materials can be represented by letting h0 = p and h1 = p for the single wedge with
free–free surfaces. With this special wedge angle, the solutions for the singular order obtained in (3.4a)2 can be further re-
duced. From (3.4a)–(3.4c) we see that in order to ﬁnd the singular order of the cracks ﬁrstly we need to calculate the key
matrix bNðp;pÞ which is related to l^ðp;pÞ by (3.6). Through (3.7), we have l^aðp;pÞ ¼ e2ip. With this value and the def-
inition of L given in (2.14), Eqs. (3.4b), (3.4c) and (3.6) now give usKð3Þe ¼ sinð2dpÞL: ð4:1Þ
From the explicit solution shown in the Appendix A, we know that kLk 6¼ 0, and hence the singular order of the crack
in piezoelectric materials is 1/2, which is a well-known result in fracture mechanics. Since Kð3Þe is identical to a zero-ma-
trix when d = 1/2, the eigenvector u0 of (3.10)2 will be totally arbitrary. In other words, no relation between four com-
ponents of u0. With this result, the near tip solution can be further reduced from (3.8) and written in the form of
(3.11a), i.e.,uðr; hÞ ¼ r1=2VðhÞc; /ðr; hÞ ¼ r1=2KðhÞc; ð4:2aÞ
whereVðhÞ ¼ Ahl^1=2a ðh;pÞiBT þ Ahl^1=2a ðh;pÞiBT;
KðhÞ ¼ Bhl^1=2a ðh;pÞiBT þ Bhl^1=2a ðh;pÞiBT:
ð4:2bÞKnowing that l^1=2a ð0;pÞ ¼ eip=2 ¼ i, from (4.2b)2 and (2.14)3 we have K(0) = L and hence,/;rðr;0Þ ¼ 
1
2
r1=2Lc; ð4:3Þwhich will lead (3.14b) tok ¼ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p=2
p
Lc: ð4:4ÞWith the relation (4.4), the near tip solution (4.2) can now be rewritten in terms of the stress/electric intensity factors k asuðr; hÞ ¼ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2=p
p
r1=2VðhÞL1k; /ðr; hÞ ¼ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2=p
p
r1=2KðhÞL1k: ð4:5ÞThrough this simple solution (4.5), the crack opening displacement/electric potential Du, the energy release rate G and
the mechanical energy release rate GM introduced by Park and Sun (1995) can all be written in terms of the stress/electric
intensity factors asDu ¼ uðr;pÞ  uðr;pÞ ¼ 2
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
r
r1=2L1k; ð4:6aÞ
G ¼ lim
Da!0
1
2Da
Z Da
0
Duiðs DaÞri2ðsÞds; i ¼ 1;2;3;4;
¼ lim
Da!0
1
2Da
Z Da
0
DuTðs DaÞ/0ðsÞds ¼ 1
2
kTL1k; ð4:6bÞ
GM ¼ lim
Da!0
1
2Da
Z Da
0
Duiðs DaÞri2ðsÞds; i ¼ 1;2;3;
¼ lim
Da!0
1
2Da
Z Da
0
DuTMðs DaÞ/0MðsÞds ¼
1
2
kTLTM kM : ð4:6cÞIn (4.6b,c), the superscript 0 denotes the differentiation with respect to the argument of the function; the subscript M de-
notes the values associated with the mechanical responses, e.g., DuM, /0M and kM are 3  1 vectors containing the ﬁrst three
components of Du, /0 and k, LTM is a 4  3 matrix containing the ﬁrst three columns of L1.
By using the explicit expressions shown in (2.17) for L1 of the piezoelectric ceramics poling in x3-axis, the crack opening
displacement/electric potential Du, energy release rate G and mechanical energy release rate GM obtained in (4.6a)–(4.6c)
can be further expressed in the following explicit component forms,Du ¼ 2
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
r
r1=2ð2bS 0D11KII;2bS0D11KI; bS0D44KIII þ g^024KIV ; g^024KIII  b^0r11KIV ÞT; ð4:7aÞ
2G ¼ 2bS0D11K2I þ 2bS0D11K2II þ bS 0D44K2III  b^0r11K2IV þ 2g^024KIIIKIV ; ð4:7bÞ
2GM ¼ 2bS 0D11K2I þ 2bS 0D11K2II þ bS 0D44K2III þ 2g^024KIIIKIV : ð4:7cÞ
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ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
r
r1=2ðL11KII; L22KI þ L24KIV ; L33KIV ; L24KI þ L44KIV ÞT; ð4:8aÞ
2G ¼ L22K2I þ L11K2II þ L33K2III þ L44K2IV þ 2L24KIKIV ; ð4:8bÞ
2GM ¼ L22K2I þ L11K2II þ L33K2III þ 2L24KIKIV : ð4:8cÞ4.2. Interface cracks between two dissimilar piezoelectric materials
If we set h0 = p, h1 = 0 and h2 = p, a bi-wedge with free–free surfaces can represent a bimaterial with a semi-inﬁnite
interface crack. With these special angles, the near tip solution shown in (3.8) can be further reduced tou1ðr; hÞ ¼ r1dEð1Þ1 ðhÞu0;
/1ðr; hÞ ¼ r1dEð3Þ1 ðhÞu0;
(
u2ðr; hÞ ¼ r1d½Eð1Þ2 ðhÞEð1Þ1 þ Eð2Þ2 ðhÞEð3Þ1 u0;
/2ðr; hÞ ¼ r1d½Eð3Þ2 ðhÞEð1Þ1 þ ðEð1Þ2 ðhÞÞTEð3Þ1 u0;
(
ð4:9aÞin whichEð1Þk ðhÞ Eð2Þk ðhÞ
Eð3Þk ðhÞ Eð4Þk ðhÞ
" #
¼ EkðhÞ ¼ bN1dk ðh; hk1Þ; k ¼ 1;2: ð4:9bÞ
Eð1Þk E
ð2Þ
k
Eð3Þk E
ð4Þ
k
" #
¼ Ek ¼ EkðhkÞ ¼ bN1dk ðhk; hk1Þ ¼ ðcos dpÞIþ sin dp Sk HkLk STk
 
; k ¼ 1;2: ð4:9cÞThe matrix Kð3Þe used for the determination of the singular orders can then be calculated from (3.4b) in which Ke = E2E1 for
the present problem. The ﬁnal simpliﬁed expression for Kð3Þe isKð3Þe ¼
1
2
ðsin dpÞeidpL2ðM þ e2idpMÞL1: ð4:10ÞIt is known that matrix L is negative deﬁnite for piezoelectric materials (Kuo and Barnett, 1991), and hence kL1k 6¼ 0,
kL2k 6¼ 0. Also, sindp 6¼ 0 in the region of 0 < ReðdÞ < 1. With these nonzero values in (4.10), the determination of the singular
order d and its associated eigenvector u0 from (3.4a)2 and (3.10)2 can now be reduced toðM þ e2idpMÞk ¼ 0; where k ¼  sin dpL1u0: ð4:11Þ
In the above a factor sindp is multiplied on L1 u0 for the purpose of adjusting the eigenvector k to k(0) deﬁned later in
(4.15d).
By using the last equality of (2.15)2, Eq. (4.11) can be further reduced toðW cot dpDÞk ¼ 0: ð4:12Þ
The explicit solution to (4.12) has been given by Ting (1986) for the pure anisotropic materials and by Kuo and Barnett
(1991) for piezoelectric materials. A simple derivation for readers to quickly understand how the solution was derived is pre-
sented in Appendix B. Followings are the solutions shown in (Kuo and Barnett, 1991; Suo et al., 1992)da ¼ 12þ iea; a ¼ 1;2;3;4 and e1 ¼ e; e2 ¼ e; e3 ¼ is; e4 ¼ is; ð4:13Þwhere e is called the oscillatory index since it characterizes the oscillatory behavior of the stresses near the crack tip, and s is
the difference of the singular order affected by the piezoelectric properties, whose values can be determined bye ¼ 1
2p
ln
1þ be
1 be
¼ 1
p
tanh1be; s ¼
1
p
tan1 bs; ð4:14aÞandbe ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
I22  4I4
q
þ I2
 
2
 1=2
; bs ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
I22  4I4
q
 I2
 
2
 1=2
;
I2 ¼ 12 trðD
1WÞ2; I4 ¼ jjD1Wjj;
ð4:14bÞin which tr stands for the trace of the matrix. Note that since I4 6 0, be and bs are real, so are e and s.
Let ca, a = 1, 2, 3, 4 be the constant multiplier of ka for each singular order da = 1/2 + iea, the near tip solution (4.9a) can
now be written in the form of (3.11a), i.e.,ukðr; hÞ ¼ r1=2 VkðhÞhrieaic;
/kðr; hÞ ¼ r1=2 KkðhÞhriea ic; k ¼ 1;2;
ð4:15aÞ
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KkðhÞ ¼ ½k1ðhÞk2ðhÞk3ðhÞk4ðhÞk;
ð4:15bÞandgaðhÞ ¼
ðEð1Þ1 ðhÞÞa L11 ka= sin dap; for material 1;
½Eð1Þ2 ðhÞ Eð1Þ1 þ Eð2Þ2 ðhÞEð3Þ1 aL11 ka= sin dap; for material 2;
(
ð4:15cÞ
kaðhÞ ¼
ðEð3Þ1 ðhÞÞa L11 ka= sin dap; for material 1;
½Eð3Þ2 ðhÞ Eð1Þ1 þ Eð1Þ2 ðhÞEð3Þ1 aL11 ka= sin dap; for material 2:
(
ð4:15dÞIn the above, the subscript a = 1, 2, 3, 4 denotes the values related to da. From (4.9b), (4.9c) and (3.6), we know thatE1ð0Þ ¼ E1; E2ðpÞ ¼ E2; E1ðpÞ ¼ E2ð0Þ ¼ I: ð4:16Þ
With the values obtained in (4.16) and the relation given in (3.15), the near tip solution (4.15d), the stresses/electric dis-
placement along the interface, the crack opening displacement/electric potential, and the energy release rate G can all be
written in terms of stress/electric intensity factors k asukðr; hÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2r
p
r
VkðhÞhð1þ 2ieaÞ1ðr=‘Þiea iK1k; k ¼ 1;2;
/kðr; hÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2r
p
r
KkðhÞhð1þ 2ieaÞ1ðr=‘Þiea iK1k; k ¼ 1;2;
/1;rðr;0Þ ¼ /2;rðr; 0Þ ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2pr
p Khðr=‘Þiea iK1k;
DuðrÞ ¼ u2ðr;pÞ  u1ðr;pÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2r
p
r
KTh ðr=‘Þ
iea
ð1þ 2ieaÞ coshpeaiK
1k;
G ¼ 1
4
kTðDþWD1WÞk:
ð4:17ÞNote that the mathematical form of (4.17) is exactly the same as that of the corresponding pure anisotropic interface
crack problems shown in (Hwu, 1993) which is derived by a different approach.
By using the explicit expressions shown in (2.18) for D andW of the piezoelectric ceramics poling in x3-axis, the relation
between energy release rate G and stress/electric intensity factors shown in the last equation of (4.17) can be written in com-
ponent form as4G ¼ D11D22 W
2
21
D11
K2I þ
D11D22 W221
D22
K2II þ D33K2III þ D44K2IV þ 2D34KIIIKIV : ð4:18ÞSimilarly, for the piezoelectric ceramics poling in x2-axis, use of (2.21) will give us4G ¼ D11D22 W
2
21
D11
K2I þ D11 
D44W
2
21  2D24W21W41 þ D22W241
D22D44  D224
 !
K2II þ D33K2III þ
D11D44 W241
D11
K2IV
þ 2D11D24 W21W41
D11
KIKIV : ð4:19Þ5. Some crack problems
As stated at the beginning of Section 3, if the mathematical forms of general solution (2.6) and boundary conditions of the
problems in piezoelectric materials are exactly the same as those of the corresponding pure anisotropic elastic problems, the
solutions for the cracks in piezoelectric materials can be obtained directly by referring to their counterparts for pure aniso-
tropic materials. By this way, most of solutions for cracks in piezoelectric materials can be obtained directly without any
further derivation. With this understanding, we will not list all the full ﬁeld solutions for the crack problems. For the con-
venience of readers’ reference, we only list the solutions related to the stress/electric intensity factors and energy release
rates with focus on the explicit expressions in real component form.
Note that all the cracks discussed in this section are considered to be electrically impermeable. Although the ma-
trix form solutions shown in this section are exactly the same as their corresponding anisotropic solutions, as far as
the authors know most of them have not been presented in the literature for the piezoelectric materials, especially
the explicit solutions in real component form. The correctness of the present solutions is then veriﬁed through the
specialization to the pure anisotropic materials and the comparison with the existing solutions published in the
literature.
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The full ﬁeld solutions u(r,h) and /(r,h) for displacements, electric potential, stress functions and induction potential can
be obtained by referring to the solutions presented in (Hwu, 1991) for pure anisotropic problems. By reducing the full ﬁeld
solutions to the near tip, the stress/electric intensity factors k, crack opening displacements Du and energy release rate G for
several different crack numbers all have the following relationsk ¼ kt12 ; Du ¼ Df ðx1ÞL1t12 ; G ¼
1
2
k2ðt12 ÞTL1t12 ; ð5:1aÞin whicht12 ¼
r112
r122
r123
D12
8>><>>:
9>>=>>;: ð5:1bÞk and Df(x1) will be different for different crack numbers. In other words, the crack geometry is responsible for the factor k
and the opening shape Df(x1), while the effects of external loading/induction and material properties are reﬂected by t12 and
L1. The stress/electric intensity factors are independent of the material properties and have linear relations with the exter-
nal loading/induction. The crack opening displacements and energy release rate are inﬂuenced by the material properties
through the real matrix L1 whose explicit expressions have been shown in (2.17) and (2.20) for two speciﬁc piezoelectric
materials. The detailed expressions of k and Df(x1) for different crack geometries are shown below.
I. A crack located on a 6 x1 6 a:k ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃpap ;Df ðx1Þ ¼ 2 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃa2  x21q : ð5:2Þ
II. Two collinear cracks located on a1 6 x1 6 b1 and a2 6 x1 6 b2:
k ¼ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p q2a21 þ q1a1 þ q0
q2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃðb1  a1Þða2  a1Þðb2  a1Þp ; for tip ða1;0Þ
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p q2b21 þ q1b1 þ q0
q2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðb1  a1Þða2  b1Þðb2  b1Þ
p ; for tip ðb1;0Þ
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p q2a22 þ q1a2 þ q0
q2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ða2  a1Þða2  b1Þðb2  a2Þ
p ; for tip ða2;0Þ
¼ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p q2b22 þ q1b2 þ q0
q2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðb2  a1Þðb2  b1Þðb2  a2Þ
p ; for tip ðb2;0Þ ð5:3aÞ
Df ðx1Þ ¼ 2
Z x1
aj
q2x21 þ q1x1 þ q0
q2X0ðx1Þ
dx1; j ¼ 1;2; ð5:3bÞ
whereq0 ¼
Z b1
a1
x21dx1
X0ðx1Þ
Z b2
a2
x1dx1
X0ðx1Þ 
Z b1
a1
x1dx1
X0ðx1Þ
Z b2
a2
x21dx1
X0ðx1Þ ;
q1 ¼
Z b1
a1
dx1
X0ðx1Þ
Z b2
a2
x21dx1
X0ðx1Þ 
Z b1
a1
x21dx1
X0ðx1Þ
Z b2
a2
dx1
X0ðx1Þ ;
q2 ¼ q ¼
Z b1
a1
dx1
X0ðx1Þ
Z b2
a2
x1dx1
X0ðx1Þ 
Z b1
a1
x1dx1
X0ðx1Þ
Z b2
a2
dx1
X0ðx1Þ ;
ð5:3cÞandX0ðx1Þ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðx1  a1Þðb1  x1Þða2  x1Þðb2  x1Þ
q
; a1 6 x1 6 b1;
X0ðx1Þ ¼ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðx1  a1Þðx1  b1Þðx1  a2Þðb2  x1Þ
q
; a2 6 x1 6 b2:
ð5:3dÞ
III. Evenly spaced collinear periodic cracks. (The length of each crack is 2‘ and the distance between the crack centers isW.)
k ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
W tan
p‘
W
r
;
Df ðx1Þ ¼ 2Wp ln
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 sin2 px1
W
r
þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sin2
p‘
W
 sin2 px1
W
r !
= cos
p‘
W
( )
:
ð5:4Þ
5758 C. Hwu, T. Ikeda / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 5744–5764Note that one of the solutions shown above, (5.2), has been presented by Suo et al. (1992) and Park and Sun (1995), and
the correctness for this simple case is veriﬁed. Although the solutions shown in (5.3)-(5.4) for the other cases have not been
mentioned in the literature for the piezoelectric materials, they are independent of the material properties and are exactly
the same as those presented for the anisotropic materials.
5.2. A crack subjected to arbitrary load/induction on the crack surfaces
By referring to the corresponding problems for pure anisotropic materials (Hwu and Yen, 1992), we obtain the stress/elec-
tric intensity factor for a crack subjected to arbitrary load/induction t^n on the crack surfaces ask ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
p
a
r
STc0 
X1
k¼1
dk
 !
; ð5:5aÞwhere ck and dk are related to the applied load/induction t^n byc0 ¼ a2p
Z p
p
t^n sinwdw; ck ¼ ap
Z p
p
t^n cos kw sinwdw;
dk ¼ ap
Z p
p
t^n sin kw sinwdw:
ð5:5bÞThe explicit real component form solution of k can then be obtained by substituting the explicit expression of S shown in
(Hwu, 2008) into (5.5a).
5.3. A crack subjected to point force/charge at arbitrary location
The stress/electric intensity factor for a crack subjected to point force/charge p^ applied at x^ can be written as (Hwu and
Yen, 1991)k ¼ 2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pa
p ImfBhð1 f^aÞ1iATgp^; f^a ¼ 1a fz^a þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
z^2a  a2
q
g: ð5:6ÞIf the point force/charge p^ is applied on the upper crack surface x1 = c, (5.6) becomesk ¼ 1
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pa
p ST þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
aþ c
a c
r
I
( )
p^: ð5:7ÞSimilar to (5.5), the explicit real component form solution of k can also be obtained by substituting the explicit expression
of S (Hwu, 2008) into (5.7).
5.4. A semi-inﬁnite interface crack subjected to point force/charge on crack surfaces
Let the semi-inﬁnite planes of different materials be joined along the positive x1-axis. A line crack is situated along the
negative x1-axis extending from x1 = 0 to x1 = 1 and is opened by a point force/charge p^ ¼ ðp^1; p^2; p^3; q^Þ at x1 = a on each
side of the crack. The stress/electric intensity factors for this and the following interface crack problems can be found by
referring to the results obtained in (Hwu, 1993), which isk ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
pa
r
Khða=‘Þiea coshpeaiK1p^: ð5:8ÞTo write down (5.8) in explicit component form, we use the relations given in (B.11) and (B.14) for two typical piezoelec-
tric materials. The results are:
(i) piezoelectric ceramics poling in x3-axis,KI ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2=pa
p
h^1ðeÞ; KII ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2=pa
p
h^2ðeÞ;
KIII ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2=pa
p
p^3; KIV ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2=pa
p
q^;
ð5:9aÞwhereh^1ðeÞ ¼ coshðpeÞ ½p^2 cosðelnða=‘ÞÞ þ p^1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
D11=D22
p
sinðe lnða=‘ÞÞ;
h^2ðeÞ ¼ coshðpeÞ ½p^1 cosðelnða=‘ÞÞ  p^2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
D22=D11
p
sinðe lnða=‘ÞÞ:
ð5:9bÞ
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KI ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2=pa
p
d1h^1ðeÞ
n
þW41ðd2p^2  d1q^Þg=b2e ; KII ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2=pa
p
h^2ðeÞ=be;
KIII ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2=pa
p
p^3; KIV ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2=pa
p
d2h^1ðeÞ
n
W21ðd2p^2  d1q^Þg=b2e ;
ð5:10aÞ
where d1 and d2 are given in (B.14b) andh^1ðeÞ ¼ coshðpeÞ½bep^1 sinðe lnða=‘ÞÞ þ ðW21p^2 þW41q^Þ cosðe lnða=‘ÞÞ;
h^2ðeÞ ¼ coshðpeÞ½bep^1 cosðe lnða=‘ÞÞ  ðW21p^2 þW41q^Þ sinðe lnða=‘ÞÞ:
ð5:10bÞ5.5. An interface crack subjected to point force/charge on the crack surfaces
An interface crack located on a 6 x1 6 a subjected to a point force/charge p^ at x1 = c on each side of the crack. The stress
intensity factor for this problem isk ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pa
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
aþ c
a c
r
Kh ‘ðaþ cÞ
2aða cÞ
 iea
coshpeaiK1p^: ð5:11ÞSame as the procedure to get (5.9) and (5.10), we now have
(i) piezoelectric ceramics poling in x3-axis,KI ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1=pa
p
h^1ðeÞ; KII ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1=pa
p
h^2ðeÞ;
KIII ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1=pa
p
p^3; KIV ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1=pa
p
q^;
ð5:12aÞwhereh^1ðeÞ ¼ coshðpeÞ p^2 cosðelnð2a=‘ÞÞ þ p^1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
D11=D22
p
sinðe lnð2a=‘ÞÞ
h i
;
h^2ðeÞ ¼ coshðpeÞ p^1 cosðelnð2a=‘ÞÞ  p^2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
D22=D11
p
sinðe lnð2a=‘ÞÞ
h i
;
ð5:12bÞanda ¼ aða cÞ=ðaþ cÞ ð5:12cÞ
(ii) piezoelectric ceramics poling in x2-axis,
KI ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1=pa
p
d1h^1ðeÞ
n
þW41ðd2p^2  d1q^Þg=b2e ; KII ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1=pa
p
h^2ðeÞ=be;
KIII ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1=pa
p
p^3; KIV ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1=pa
p
d2h^1ðeÞ
n
W21ðd2p^2  d1q^Þg=b2e ;
ð5:13aÞ
where a* is deﬁned in (5.12c) andh^1ðeÞ ¼ coshðpeÞ bep^1 sinðe lnð2a=‘ÞÞ þ ðW21p^2 þW41q^Þ cosðe lnð2a=‘ÞÞ½ ;
h^2ðeÞ ¼ coshðpeÞ bep^1 cosðe lnð2a=‘ÞÞ  ðW21p^2 þW41q^Þ sinðe lnð2a=‘ÞÞ½ :
ð5:13bÞ5.6. An interface crack subjected to uniform load/induction on the crack surfaces
An interface crack located on a 6 x1 6 a subjected to uniform load/induction t^ ¼ ðr^12; r^22; r^23; bD2Þ on both sides of the
crack surfaces. The stress/electric intensity factor for this problem isk ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃpap Khð1þ 2ieaÞð2a=‘ÞieaiK1 t^: ð5:14Þ
Similar to the previous two problems, the explicit expressions of the stress/electric intensity factor of each mode can be
written as follows.
(i) piezoelectric ceramics poling in x3-axis,KI ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pa
p
h^1ðeÞ; KII ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pa
p
h^2ðeÞ;
KIII ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pa
p
r^23; KIV ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pa
p bD2; ð5:15aÞ
where
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ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
D11=D22
p
sðeÞ;
h^2ðeÞ ¼ r^12cðeÞ  r^22
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
D22=D11
p
sðeÞ;
ð5:15bÞandcðeÞ ¼ cosðelnð2a=‘ÞÞ þ 2e sinðelnð2a=‘ÞÞ;
sðeÞ ¼ sinðelnð2a=‘ÞÞ  2e cosðelnð2a=‘ÞÞ: ð5:15cÞ
(ii) piezoelectric ceramics poling in x2-axis,
KI ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pa
p fd1h^1ðeÞ þW41ðd2r^22  d1 bD2Þg=b2e ; KII ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃpap h^2ðeÞ=be;
KIII ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pa
p
r^23; KIV ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pa
p fd2h^1ðeÞ W21ðd2r^22  d1 bD2Þg=b2e ; ð5:16aÞ
whereh^1ðeÞ ¼ ðW21r^22 þW41 bD2ÞcðeÞ þ ber^12sðeÞ;
h^2ðeÞ ¼ ber^12cðeÞ  ðW21r^22 þW41 bD2ÞsðeÞ; ð5:16bÞand c(e) and s(e) are deﬁned in (5.15c).
Note that the solutions of KI, KII, KIII shown in (5.9), (5.12) and (5.15) for the piezoelectric ceramics poling in x3-axis are
independent of the piezoelectric properties and are exactly the same as those of pure anisotropic materials (Hwu, 1993),
while those shown in (5.10), (5.13) and (5.16) for the piezoelectric ceramics poling in x2-axis are related to the piezoelectric
properties and applied point charge (or uniform induction). Moreover, the point force (or uniform load) and the elastic prop-
erties will also affect electric intensity factor KIV.
5.7. Two collinear interface cracks subjected to uniform load/induction at inﬁnity
Two collinear interface cracks located on (a1, b1) and (a2, b2) subjected to uniform load/induction t12 at inﬁnity. The stress
intensity factor for this problem isk ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p
KhkaiK1t12 ; ð5:17aÞwhereka ¼ q1aa
2
1 þ q2aa1 þ q3a
q1a
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃðb1  a1Þða2  a1Þðb2  a1Þp ðb1  a1Þðb2  a1Þ‘ða2  a1Þ
 iea
; for tip ða1;0Þ
¼ q1ab
2
1 þ q2ab1 þ q3a
q1a
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðb1  a1Þða2  b1Þðb2  b1Þ
p ‘ðb2  b1Þðb1  a1Þða2  b1Þ
 iea
; for tip ðb1;0Þ
¼ q1aa
2
2 þ q2aa2 þ q3a
q1a
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ða2  a1Þða2  b1Þðb2  a2Þ
p ða2  b1Þðb2  a2Þ
‘ða2  a1Þ
 iea
; for tip ða2;0Þ
¼ q1ab
2
2 þ q2ab2 þ q3a
q1a
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðb2  a1Þðb2  b1Þðb2  a2Þ
p ‘ðb2  b1Þðb2  a1Þðb2  a2Þ
 iea
; for tip ðb2;0Þ; ð5:17bÞandq1a ¼ 
Z b1
a1
Xaðx1Þdx1
Z b2
a2
x1Xaðx1Þdx1 þ
Z b1
a1
x1Xaðx1Þdx1
Z b2
a2
Xaðx1Þdx1;
q2a ¼
Z b1
a1
Xaðx1Þdx1
Z b2
a2
x21Xaðx1Þdx1 
Z b1
a1
x21Xaðx1Þdx1
Z b2
a2
Xaðx1Þdx1; ð5:17cÞ
q3a ¼
Z b1
a1
x21Xaðx1Þdx1
Z b2
a2
x1Xaðx1Þdx1 
Z b1
a1
x1Xaðx1Þdx1
Z b2
a2
x21Xaðx1Þdx1;
Xaðx1Þ ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃðx1  a1Þðb1  x1Þða2  x1Þðb2  x1Þp ðb1  x1Þðb2  x1Þðx1  a1Þða2  x1Þ
 iea
; a1 6 x1 6 b1;
Xaðx1Þ ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃðx1  a1Þðx1  b1Þðx1  a2Þðb2  x1Þp ðx1  b1Þðb2  x1Þðx1  a1Þðx1  a2Þ
 iea
; a2 6 x1 6 b2: ð5:17dÞNote that the solution forms shown in (5.17a-d) are exactly the same as those of anisotropic materials (Hwu, 1993), in
which the piezoelectric effects are reﬂected through the oscillatory index ea and its associated eigenvector matrix K calcu-
lated by (4.12)–(4.14).
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Several explicit solutions related to the corners and cracks in piezoelectric materials are presented in this paper. For pie-
zoelectric multi-wedges, the near tip solutions for displacement/electric potential and stress/electric displacement are writ-
ten in terms of the stress/electric stress intensity factors. For cracks and interface cracks, the crack opening displacement/
electric potential and energy release rate are also written in terms of stress/electric intensity factors in explicit form. The
explicit solutions for the stress/electric intensity factors of several different crack problems are obtained in matrix form
for general piezoelectric materials and presented in component form for two typical piezoelectric ceramics. Several piezo-
effects which were studied from the numerical and experimental results can now be observed from the explicit component
form solutions shown in this paper.
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Appendix A. Components of the inverse of the impedance matrix
A.1. Material 1: Piezoelectric ceramics poling in x3-axis
E EbS0D11 ¼ bS0D22 ¼ C11ðCE11Þ2  ðCE12Þ2 ; bS 0D12 ¼ bS 0D21 ¼ C12ðCE11Þ2  ðCE12Þ2 ;bS0D44 ¼ bS0D55 ¼ xe11e215 þxe11CE44 ; bS 0D66 ¼ 2CE11  CE12 ;
g^024 ¼ g^015 ¼
e15
e215 þxe11CE44
;
b^0r11 ¼ b^022 ¼
CE44
e215 þxe11CE44
:
ðA:1ÞA.2. Material 2: Piezoelectric ceramics poling in x2-axis
 0D 2 2 2L11 ¼ 2bS11Imfl2g2 þ ðl4g2  l2g4Þg=k;
L22 ¼ 2Imf½c2 l2l4g4 þ ðc2l24  c4l22Þg2=l2l4g=k;
L33 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃbS 0D44bS 0D55q ;
L24 ¼ 2Imf½c2 l2l4 þ ðc2l24  c4l22Þ=l2l4g=k
¼ 2b^0r11Imfl2 l2g2g4 þ l2l4g2ðg2  g4Þg=k;
L44 ¼ 2b^0r11Imfl2 l2g2 þ l2l4ðg2  g4Þg=k;
v21 ¼ bS 0D12  2bS0D11Refl22 l2g4 þ l2l4g2ðl2  l4Þg=k
¼ bS0D12 þ 2Ref½c2l4g2 þ ðc4l2g2  c2l4g4Þ=l2l4g=k;
v41 ¼ g^021 þ 2bS 0D11Refl22 l2 þ l2l4ðl2  l4Þg=k
¼ g^016 þ 2b^0r11Refl2g2g2  g2g4ðl2  l4Þg=k;
ðA:2Þwhere la, a = 1, 2, 3, 4, are the material eigenvalues with positive imaginary part, andk ¼ 2Refl2g2 þ ðl4g2  l2g4Þg;
ck ¼ bS 0D22 þ g^022gk; gk ¼ ðg^021 þ g^016Þl2k þ g^022
b^0r11l2k þ b^0r22
; k ¼ 2;4; ðA:3Þ
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E
11  e22CE12Þ2
C½CE11CE22  ðCE12Þ2
;
bS0D12 ¼ bS0D21 ¼  e21e22½ðCE11Þ2  ðCE12Þ2C½CE11CE22  ðCE12Þ2 þx
e
22C
E
12
C
;
bS0D22 ¼ e221½ðCE11Þ2  ðCE12Þ2C½CE11CE22  ðCE12Þ2 þx
e
22C
E
11
C
; ðA:4aÞ
bS0D44 ¼ 1CE44 ; bS 0D55 ¼ 2CE11  CE13 ; bS 0D66 ¼ x
e
11
e216 þxe11CE44
;
g^021 ¼ ðe21CE11  e22CE12Þ=C; g^022 ¼ ðe22CE11  e21CE12Þ=C;
g^016 ¼
e16
e216 þxe11CE44
; b^0r11 ¼
CE44
e216 þxe11CE44
; ðA:4bÞ
b^0r22 ¼ ðCE11CE22  ðCE12Þ2Þ=C;
andC ¼ ðe221 þ e222ÞCE11  2e21e22CE12 þxe22½CE11CE22  ðCE12Þ2: ðA:5ÞAppendix B. The determination of singular order and its associated eigenvector
To solve the singular order and its associated eigenvector from (4.12), i.e.,ðW cot dpDÞk ¼ 0; ðB:1Þ
we ﬁrst make a replacement of d by lettingd ¼ 1
2
þ ie: ðB:2ÞNote that this replacement has no indication that e is real, actually it will be shown that two of e are real, while the other
two are pure imaginary. With this replacement (B.1) can be rewritten asðWþ ibDÞk ¼ DðD1Wþ ibIÞk ¼ 0; ðB:3Þ
whereb ¼ tanhpe; and cot dp ¼ i tanhpe ¼ ib: ðB:4Þ
Inversely, we havee ¼ 1
p
tanh1b ¼ 1
2p
ln
1þ b
1 b : ðB:5ÞSince the second equality of (B.3) is a standard eigenvalue problem of matrix D1W, its eigenvalue can be determined by
the following polynomial equationðibÞ4 þ I1ðibÞ3 þ I2ðibÞ2 þ I3ðibÞ þ I4 ¼ 0; ðB:6Þ
in which I1, I2, I3 and I4 are four invariants of the matrix D1W. Knowing that D is real and symmetric, and W is real and
antisymmetric, by taking the complex conjugate or transpose of (B.3) we observe that if b is a root of (B.3), so are b; b
and b (Suo et al., 1992). Therefore, in (B.6) I1 = I3 = 0, and we can get the solution shown in (4.14).
With the eigenvalues obtained in (4.14), i.e.,b1 ¼ be; b2 ¼ be; b3 ¼ ibs; b4 ¼ ibs; ðB:7Þ
the matrix D1W can be diagonalized by its eigenvalues ba, a = 1, 2, 3, 4 asiD1W ¼ KhbaiK1; ðB:8aÞ
whereK ¼ ½k1 k2 k3 k4: ðB:8bÞ
We now consider the determination of singular orders and their associated eigenvectors for two typical piezoelectric
materials.
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With the properties given in (2.18), the singular orders can be determined from (4.13) and (4.14), in whichb1 ¼ be ¼ W21=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
D11D22
p
; b2 ¼ be; b3 ¼ b4 ¼ 0: ðB:9ÞSubstituting (B.9) into (B.3)2, the associated eigenvector matrix K can be constructed asK ¼
ik1W21=beD11 ik2W21=beD11 0 0
k1 k2 0 0
0 0 k3 0
0 0 0 k4
26664
37775; ðB:10Þin which k1, k2, k3 and k4 are scaling factors. With (B.10), we can get the following relation, which is useful for the calculation
of the component expressions of the stress/electric intensity factors shown in this paper,KhcaiK1 ¼
cR cI
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
D22=D11
p
0 0
cI
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
D11=D22
p
cR 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
266664
377775; ðB:11aÞin whichc1 ¼ cR þ icI; c2 ¼ c1 ¼ cR  icI; c3 ¼ c4 ¼ 1: ðB:11bÞB.2. Material 2: Piezoelectric ceramics poling in x2-axis
Similar to material 1, with the properties given in (2.21), the singular orders can be determined from (4.13) and (4.14), in
whichb1 ¼ be ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
D44W
2
21  2D24W21W41 þ D22W241
D11ðD22D44  D224Þ
s
; b2 ¼ be; b3 ¼ b4 ¼ 0: ðB:12ÞSubstituting (B.12) into (B.3)2, we haveK ¼
k1 k2 0 0
ik1d1=be ik2d1=be 0 k4W41
0 0 k3 0
ik1d2=be ik2d2=be 0 k4W21
26664
37775; ðB:13Þin which k1, k2, k3 and k4 are scaling factors. With (B.13) and (B.11b), we getKhcaiK1 ¼
cR cIW21=be 0 cIW41=be
cId1=be ðcRd1W21 þ d2W41Þ=b2e 0 ðcR  1Þd1W41=b2e
0 0 1 0
cId2=be ðcR  1Þd2W21=b2e 0 ðcRd2W41 þ d1W21Þ=b2e
26664
37775; ðB:14aÞin whichd1 ¼ D44W21  D24W41
D22D44  D224
; d2 ¼ D22W41  D24W21
D22D44  D224
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